Arriving at "Ecole Polytechnique"

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION






RER B: from Paris towards Saint-Rémy-les-Chevreuse, a 30-min ride from Paris
centre or Latin Quarter to Massy-Palaiseau and a few more minutes to Lozère. See
below details on these two options. Regular metro tickets do not apply on this line
beyond Paris boundaries. You have to buy a ticket (or a set – “carnet” - of 10 tickets)
for your destination. Not all trains riding south from Paris stop at all stations: check
light panel or TV screen on platform.
RER C (do not use RER C if you come from Paris ; OK from Versailles and some
other suburbs): Massy-Palaiseau station.
TGV (long-distance fast train): Massy-Palaiseau TGV station.

From Massy-Palaiseau Station to Ecole Polytechnique:




Take the 91.06B or 91.06C or 91.10 TransEssonne bus (Schedule). One bus
approximately every 5 minutes from 7:50 to 9:10 am. After an 11-minute ride, get off
at the stop Polytechnique-Lozère (the bus stops appear as red dots on the campus
map below; stops before and after this one are also within Ecole Polytechnique, so you
won't be lost if you miss by one stop!)
Attention: the bus transfer from the RER is NOT FREE, except with a “Carte
Orange”. Tickets for this bus, called Ticket-T, are the same as the regular Paris metro
tickets (12€ for 10, 1.70€ single). They have to be bought in any Paris or RER-B
station. Vending machine can be found in any RER-B station. Alternatively, they can
be bought at a unit price of 1.90€ with exact change from the bus driver.

Map of the Massy-Palaiseau station (download the pdf file on this link)

From the RER B Lozère Station to Ecole Polytechnique:




If arriving from Paris, take the walkway above the tracks (or underpass). It is then
a 15-minute walk from the station, including a stairway of about 300 steps to Ecole
Polytechnique. Difficult if carrying heavy baggage and may be slippery in inclement
weather.
Arriving from Lozère station

AIRPORTS:



Aéroport d'Orly (via OrlyVal and connection at Antony station to the RER B)
Aéroport de Roissy-Charles de Gaulle (direct via the RER B)

DRIVING DIRECTIONS



Arriving from Porte d'Orléans or Porte d'Italie: by highway A6
Arriving from Pont de Sèvres: via the N118

Information on traffic conditions

CAMPUS OF ECOLE POLYTECHNIQUE:

